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Seattle Immigration Team
Joins Karr Tuttle Campbell
SEATTLE, WA – We are pleased to announce that the immigration team of Orbit Law has
joined Karr Tuttle Campbell (KTC), effective September 1, 2022.
Attorney Kripa Upadhyay, founder and managing partner of Orbit Law has joined KTC as a
shareholder, along with attorney Eileen K. DaPra, and paralegal Candy Gallegos, will augment
KTC’s existing immigration practice.

Established in 2011, Orbit Law will close its doors effective December 31, 2022. Orbit attorneys
and paralegal will continue their immigration practices in the downtown Seattle offices of KTC.
This transition will greatly benefit Orbit Law’s existing clients, with access to the varied skills and
resources of other KTC attorneys, who offer a full range of legal services. KTC and the new
immigration team will work collaboratively to best meet the needs of the combined firms’ existing
and prospective clients. This joining of forces will allow the collective immigration team to
provide a more comprehensive and robust suite of services.
J. Dino Vasquez, President of KTC expressed, “Prior to Kripa’s group joining KTC, our
immigration lawyers represented the immigration needs of our clients through our business and
litigation services. Now, with this combined extraordinary team of professionals, and their
impressive level of experience, our united synergy allows us to offer an even deeper and
broader range of immigration solutions.”

Experience in Immigration areas pertaining to Corporate Based Immigration; Investor Based
Immigration; Family based Immigration and guiding exceptionally skilled individuals through
their Immigration processes all provided through Orbit Law, will now be fully integrated with
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KTC’s services. In addition, Kripa and her team also bring an increased number of foreign
languages to KTC. This includes fluency in Hindi, Korean; Nepali, Urdu and Spanish.

About Karr Tuttle Campbell
Established in 1904, KTC is one of Seattle’s oldest full-service law firms, serving individuals,
organizations, and leading businesses throughout the Pacific Northwest and beyond. Well into
its second century of service, KTC remains committed to the long-standing traditions of
providing client-focused legal services, keen strategy and innovation, meeting the challenges of
a global marketplace, “greener” work practices, and supporting the communities in which all
employees live and work. KTC has long been a proponent of diversity, equity, and inclusion,
dating back to 1936 when it hired one of the first female senior partners of any major Seattle law
firm. Today, we are dedicated to increasing firm diversity, and being a proud supporter of
LGTBQ+ and gender equity. Learn more about the firm at www.karrtuttle.com.
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